Cryogenic optical performance of a lightweighted mirror assembly for future space astronomical telescopes: correlating optical test results and thermal optical model
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ABSTRACT

A 43cm diameter stacked core mirror demonstrator was interferometrically tested at room temperature down to 250 degrees Kelvin for thermal deformation. The 2.5m radius of curvature spherical mirror assembly was constructed by low temperature fusing three abrasive waterjet core sections between two CNC pocket milled face sheets. The 93% lightweighted Corning ULE® mirror assembly represents the current state of the art for future UV, optical, near IR space telescopes. During the multiple thermal test cycles, test results of interferometric test, thermal IR images of the front face were recorded in order to validate thermal optical model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a 2012 National Research Council report, NASA Space Technology Roadmaps and Priorities, the committee identified 14 space technology areas (TA) and roadmap for advancing space technology research and development over the next 3 decades. Space technology area TA08, Science Instruments, Observatories, and Sensor Systems, its roadmap addressed technologies for future space missions relevant to Earth science, heliophysics, planetary science, and astrophysics driven by science and mission priorities recommended in the 2010 decadal survey of astronomy and astrophysics in New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics. The TA08 committee identified low cost, high performance telescopes as one of the top technical challenges. The technology will be used to develop the next generation of large-aperture astronomical telescopes to detect elusive extrasolar planets, or exoplanets such as Earth-analogs. Earth-analogs are earth-sized worlds circling around a star similar to our sun. Larger aperture telescopes is needed to help answer age old question, such as whether there are life on these exoplanets. In addition, larger telescopes can be used for lightweighted, laser communication systems, and high-performance orbiting observatories for understanding how galaxies assemble their stellar populations, understanding the interactions of baryonic matter with intergalactic medium, and further understanding our earth formation and evolution in our own solar system. Large aperture, lightweighted, high stiffness mirrors, both monolithic 4 to 8 meters, and segmented mirrors greater than 8 meters, were identified as a high priority technology for future UV, visible, and IR orbiting observatories. Since large mirror development programs are inherently prohibitively costly from design, manufacturing, fabrication, to testing, an integrated modeling software for the mirror technology would be necessary to validate the mirror system before cutting any hardware since cost of mirror materials, labor to manufacture the mirror system, and optical testing in relevant environment such as vacuum and cryogenic temperatures involves materials, labor hours and test facilities costs.

In response to these findings and the current federal budget constraints to do more science with less funding, NASA funded the Advanced normal incidence ultraviolet/optical/near-infrared (UVOIR) Mirror Technology Development (AMTD) Program for Very Large Space Telescopes. The key objectives of the AMTD program is to define and initiate a long-term program to mature lower cost, large aperture, low areal density, high stiffness primary mirror substrate to technology readiness level 6 (TRL-6) by 2018 so that a viable flight observatory mission can be proposed to the 2020...
Decadal Review. Another key element of the AMTD program is the integrated model validation of optical performance determined by mechanical and thermal models to validate representative mirror prototypes. ITT Exelis was partnered to develop a 40cm diameter proof of concept demonstration mirror scalable to 4 meters mirror or larger using the stacked core technology.

2. STACKED CORE MIRROR TECHNOLOGY

The primary mirror for the Hubble Space Telescope was a lightweighted mirror fabricated out of Corning 7941 Ultra-Low Expansion (ULE®) titania-silica glass; its diameter was 2.49m with 30.5cm thick with a central hole of 71.1cm. The front and back facesheets are 2.54cm thick, stacked between a lightweighted core. The Hubble primary mirror weights 828kg, and it is ~25% of the equivalent solid ULE® structure. The areal density for the Hubble primary mirror is 180 kg/m².

ULE® is well suited for both large ground and space astronomical telescope mirrors due to its low thermal expansion, thermal conductivity and diffusivity, density, and high temporal and thermal stability. The near zero coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is the most important property for large mirrors with axial or radial thermal gradients.

The Corning Canton plant was facilitizes to manufacture up to 8+ meter ULE® boule. Corning supplied the ULE® blank for the 4.3m diameter primary mirror for Discovery Channel Telescope in 2005. The Discovery Channel telescope was recently completed at Happy Jack, AZ. Corning casted several 8.2m ULE® mirror blanks for the Subaru, Gemini North, and Gemini South Telescopes. Corning pioneered the manufacturing process to use abrasive waterjet to minimize intercell rib thickness while maintaining high structural dimensional stability. Combining abrasive waterjet, frit bonding or low temperature fusion bonding techniques, core structure can achieve 2% density or 98% lightweighting. The mirror assembly can be sagged or slumped over a mandrel to form a meniscus, near-net shape mirror. Recent efforts at Corning have reduced the striae in each boule in order to reduce striae induced mid-spatial frequency roughness for UV missions.

Exelis developed a 43cm diameter, 2.5m radius of curvature, UV quality, low areal density, thermally and dynamically stable proof of concept mirror scalable to 4m or larger. The mirror was constructed with 1.56cm and 1.7cm thick front and back factsheets fused between 3 lightweighted cores with total core thickness of 33.44cm. The stacked core mirror assembly weights 6.7kg; and it is ~7% or 93% lightweighting of the equivalent solid Corning 7972 ULE® structure. The areal density for the stacked core mirror can be scalable to 35 kg/m².

During the Hubble primary mirror assembly, high temperature fusion technique was used to fuse lightweighted core with ribs section to the front and back facesheets. The Exelis 43cm stacked core mirror demonstrator was fabricated by low temperature fusing 2 pocket milled plano facesheets to 3 abrasive waterjet core sections. The stacked core mirror assembly method reduces risk and cost of the catastrophic failure during the ULE® cores abrasive waterjet lightweighting process, yet maintaining its stiffness after assembly. The core depth and rib thickness were optimized for minimal quilting during cryogenic testing and areal density. The stacked core fabrication method eliminates the need for lightweighting very thick solid ULE® boule by abrasive waterjet. Three cores with thickness of less than 15cm were processed by abrasive waterjet. Experimental results have proven specialized abrasive waterjet can cut depth up to 40cm for larger diameter mirror core sections.

The front and back plano facesheets were CNC pocket milled from two 20 mm thick ULE® solid blanks for maximum lightweighting while maintaining minimum quilting and areal density. Pocket milled faceplates effectively creates an open backed mirror which is more immune to quilting while allowing the core cells to grow in diameter. This process provides the ability to create a very stiff open backed structure to effectively stiffen the unsupported faceplate during the slumping process. In addition, this will also minimize the gravity quilting during integration and testing of a telescope system.

Next the stacked core mirror assembly was low temperature slumped to a 2.5m radius of curvature spherical mandrel in order for optical testing in a thermal vacuum test chamber at MSFC. The completed mirror assembly was ion figured to 5.5nm RMS. The stacked core mirror manufacturing process reduced technical and schedule risk as well as material and labor cost by processing the more risky manufacturing steps such as abrasive waterjet core lightweighting at the beginning of the fabrication process, and finish the assembly with least risky steps such as low temperature fusion, low temperature slumping, and computer ion figuring at the end of the manufacturing process. The stacked core mirror technology would be most cost effective for larger mirrors as the process can be scaled to 8m diameter monolithic and segmented mirrors. Figures 1 & 2 are pre-fused cores and facesheets. Figure 3 shows the assembled stacked core mirror.
Figure 1. Two of three abrasive waterjet lightweighted cores with hexagonal cell pattern. The faceplate of the mirror has 24 pocket milled cells within each of the core interfaces as highlighted by the red lines.

Figure 2. Front and back CNC pocket milled plano facesheets.

Figure 3. Stacked core mirror demonstrator assembly.
3. CRYOGENIC OPTICAL TESTING SYSTEMS

The X-Ray Cryogenic Facility (XRCF) at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center has been testing cryogenic normal incidence mirrors since 1998. Prior to 1998, the grazing incidence telescope assembly for the Chandra X-Ray Observatory was tested at the same facility. The James Webb Space Telescope primary mirror segments were cryogenic tested from room temperature down to 25°K in the 3.3 x 10m vacuum chamber in 2010-2011. The facility is equipped with two closed loop gaseous Helium refrigerators, Linde 1620S helium refrigerators.

The stacked core mirror thermal optical performance test was performed in the 1 x 3 m cryogenic vacuum test chamber at the X-Ray Cryogenic Facility (XRCF) at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. This smaller chamber is more cost effective for testing smaller diameter mirrors with shorter radius of curvature. This smaller chamber contains a gaseous helium cooled inner shroud. An optical window located on the chamber dome allows testing the test article with optical axis-horizontal in vacuum inside the chamber. An optional window can be mounted at the top of the chamber for optical axis-vertical test configurations. The chamber contains a rail system to allow easy positioning of the test article inside the shroud. Figure 4 shows photo of the stacked core mirror on the test stand within the cryo-vac test chamber shroud, prior to positioning and the test chamber closeout.

![Figure 4. Stacked core mirror assembly in the 1 x 3m vacuum chamber.](image)

The cryo-vac test chamber cooling is provided by a Helium Compressor/Refrigerator system, Linde Model 1620S helium gas refrigerator supplied by a vertical screw compressor. Liquid nitrogen is supplied to the helium refrigerator precooler by the facility LN$_2$ system. The LN$_2$ system is a closed loop system supplying from and returns to the external storage vessels. A 75 gpm LN$_2$ pump provides LN$_2$ from the two external storage vessels to the helium refrigerator.

Twenty-four thermal sensors were used to provide an accurate temperature readout and record the test article and chamber temperature profile during the test. Twelve sensors were attached to the mirror and remaining sensors were located on the helium shroud and test stand in the chamber. The thermal sensors were attached to the mirror and stand with double-sided tape and covered with Kapton tape. Table 1 lists the sensor identifications and descriptions. Figure 5 shows the sensor positions and identifications for the data system. A thermal data system provides real-time display of the data graphically or in tabular form. The temperature data are recorded and retrievable in 30 second intervals.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LK6_1</td>
<td>Front Face 5 o’clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK6_2</td>
<td>North Side West End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK6_3</td>
<td>North Side Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK6_4</td>
<td>North Side East End</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK6_5</td>
<td>Back Face 11 o’clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK6_8</td>
<td>Back Face 9 o’clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK7_1</td>
<td>Back Face Center 9 o’clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK7_2</td>
<td>Back Face Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK7_3</td>
<td>Back Face 7 o’clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK7_4</td>
<td>Back Face 5 o’clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK7_5</td>
<td>Back Face 3 o’clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK7_6</td>
<td>Back Face 1 o’clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK7_7</td>
<td>Cold Plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK7_8</td>
<td>Test Stand NW Leg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Temperature sensors locations on the back and side of the stacked core mirror

A 4D Technology PhaseCam 5010 interferometer with a f/4 diverger was used to measure the optical phase maps for mirror deformation from room temperature down to 253°K. This interferometer produces phase maps with 1000 x 1000 data points. 4Sight™ data analysis software was used for data acquisition, analysis, and visualization.

The PhaseCam was secured onto a lightweighted breadboard, and the breadboard was secured on top of a Physik Instrumente (PI) H-850 Hexapod, a six degree of freedom positioning stage. The hexapod precision positioning system
allows easy positioning and alignment of the interferometer at each temperature setpoint. The Figure 6 shows the Phase Cam and Hexapod.

In addition to the interferometric measurements, an infrared camera, FLIR model SC655 was available to provide temperature profile map of the mirror surface as the mirror transition to lower temperature. The FLIR SC655 is a 640x480 16-bit uncooled microbolometer with a 7.5–14 μm spectral range. The temperature profile was only made on the first thermal cycle. A 130mm clear aperture ZnSe window was used for the first cycle. During the first cycle, some optical measurements data dropout appeared at the two o’clock position on the mirror due to vignetting. The ZnSe window was replaced with a larger BK7 window to eliminate the data dropout for the 2nd and 3rd cryo cycles.
An Aluminum/Delrin mirror test stand for the stacked core mirror was provided by ITT/Exelis. The V-block mounting configuration was not optimal for testing lightweighted mirrors. However, since we are interested in changes in figure error vs. temperature rather than absolute figure error, the mount contributes little to delta figure error. As seen in Figure 12, there is a small amount of trefoil on the mirror that is residual test noise. An Aluminum interface plate was built on which the mirror stand was mounted. The interface plate provided adjustment in pitch and yaw for coarse alignment. The interface plate rode on the chamber rails. A coldplate, connected to the closed loop gaseous helium refrigerator, was placed between the Delrin test stand to give the mirror an unobstructed view of the temperature controlled surface. Figure 8 shows a picture of the mirror test stand, coldplate, and interface plate on the rails.

The 40cm diameter stacked core mirror was placed near the rear of the 1x3m chamber to allow for the 2.5 meter radius of curvature. Figure 9 shows the mirror test configuration in the 1 x 3m thermal vacuum test chamber.
The helium shroud is made of aluminum and has a black painted inner surface. Then outer surface is covered with multilayer insulation (MLI). A close out panel with an opening to the window is connected to the helium refrigeration system and provides a cold surface at the dome. The shroud closeout is also covered by MLI. Figure 10 is a photo of the shroud end prior to closing the dome.

The general test process was to establish vacuum first with a roughing pump. After the chamber pressure was below 50 x 10⁻³ Torr, a turbomolecular vacuum pump was used to obtain pressure in the mid 10⁻⁵ Torr range. The helium refrigerator and compressor were then operated to drive the helium shroud to about 200⁰K. The shroud temperature would increase as the mirror temperature approached 255⁰K. Optical measurements were made as the mirror front face temperature reached setpoints of 255⁰K, 265⁰K, 275⁰K, 285⁰K and ambient. Each time optical measurements were made, the turbomolecular vacuum pump with its backing pump, were turned off. This provided a more stable environment (less vibration) for optical measurements. The mirror was allowed to warm overnight and the next setpoint was established the next day. The third cycle was performed without the use of the helium refrigerator during warmup from 255⁰K. Optical measurements were taken at the same temperatures for cycle one and two, but as the mirror warms naturally to ambient temperature. This reduced the front to back gradients seen when the temperature was established using active cooling or heating to the refrigerator temperature setpoint. Figure # shows the overall test temperature and pressure profile.
4. OPTICAL TEST RESULTS

Four fiducials were applied to the mirror surface at 90° intervals near the edge. A 5th fiducial was used to identify the mirror orientation during optical test. The mirror was cryogenically tested three cycles from room temperature ~293°K down to 253°K. Optical phase map from the first cycle was not used since there were data dropout due to vignetting by the smaller ZnSe optical window. The mirror was analyzed for the central 94% of the 43cm full aperture or 40.4cm. The surface figure error at 293K is shown in figure 12. The surface figure error at 293°K is 29.7nm rms. The figure error is dominated by trefoil and astigmatism. The stacked core pattern is visible in the residual map, and residual error is 8.5nm rms.

Figure 12. Stacked core mirror figure error at 293K, (left, total is 29.7nm-rms & right, residual is 8.5nm-rms)

The figure error at 253K is shown in figure 13, and figure change from 293K to 253K is shown in figure 14. At 253K, the mirror surface figure error is 28.4nm rms. The figure error is still dominated by trefoil and astigmatism. The residual error is 8.8nm-rms. The figure change from 293K to 253K is 7.9nm-rms, and the residual is 4nm-rms.

Figure 13. Stacked core mirror figure error at 253K, (left, total, 28.4nm-rms & right, residual, 8.8nm-rms)

Figure 14. Stacked core mirror figure error for 253K-293K, (left, total, 7.9nm-rms & right, residual, 4nm-rms)
The rms residual figure change versus temperature is plotted in Figure 15. We noticed the residual rms values for the figure change at 287K to 288K. After examining the temperature plots for the mirror, we noticed higher front to side gradient, and that contributed to the heat was introduced to accelerate warm up after the mirror reaching 286K. The assembly thermal-elastic expansion generates more surface deformation.

Figure 15. rms residual figure change versus temperature

5. THERMAL OPTICAL MODEL

Lightweight mirrors are in general very costly in materials, manufacturing and schedule. Large lightweight mirrors are even more prohibitively expensive to design and manufacture, several proof of concept mirror prototypes may be built and tested for any flight program to order to validate performance models. Testing can be time consuming and labor intensive. Testing at operational environments for TRL-6 may require special equipments such as cryo-vacuum chambers, vacuum and refrigeration systems, and expendable cryogens. On orbit thermal and vibrational environments are difficult to test in laboratory, optical performance are difficult to test in varying combination of orbital thermal environments. Testing flight hardware usually are normally performed toward the end of the development program, and funds may be very limited, therefore modeling of lightweight mirrors often deserves special attention before designs are finalized and any materials are procured.

The need for a more effective way to model light-weighted mirrors is becoming more essential as design requirements become more challenging. Engineers have found the best way to represent lightweight mirrors is through Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The problem with this approach is that a single model, depending on the diameter and core thicknesses, can take weeks or even months to model. The Arnold Lightweight Mirror Modeling (ALWMM) software enables users to model mirrors of almost any configuration in real time. This will expedite the design process and allow for more accurate models to be created and thus obtaining better predictions.

Using current FEA techniques to model complex mirror designs can take several weeks to create a single mirror model. By utilizing ALWMM, the same mirror model can be generated in minutes. This enables the mirror designer many more geometric variations (i.e. cell dimensions, structural rib widths) to be evaluated during the optimization process. As the
design of lightweight mirrors for large telescopes increase in size, the design becomes more complicated and all interaction of wall, factsheets, ribs thickness as well as cell and core size needed to be heavily considered for an optimal design. This was the underlying reason as to why the ALWMM was created, arming mirror designers and engineers with better trade studies within an economical level of effort.

The stacked core mirror demonstrator was modeled using both the ALWMM software and ANSYS tools to analyze the results. Utilizing the ALWMM, the user is capable of writing a script file that can be directly imported into ANSYS. ANSYS is then able to analyze the model and produce accurate results that describe both the mechanical and thermal predictions. The thermal prediction was used to correlate thermal optical test results. These key points clearly demonstrate the capabilities of the ALWMM in lightweight mirror designs. Its potential has grown and will continue to grow enabling its users to produce more complex mirrors and thus better lightweight monolithic and segmented telescopes.

Creating models for complicated mirror designs was not an easy task. It can take weeks or months to model these complex structures until now. ALWMM allows designers using Visual Basic to facilitate the modeling of mirrors. The primary screen enables the user to change dimensions such as: outer diameter, segment span and cell width. The user also has the choice of outputting script files to ANSYS, ABAQUS or NASTRAN. For the task, ANSYS will be the primary output format.

The modeling of the stacked core mirror was done using thermal desktop. The goal of this model is to provide a prediction of the thermal variance from the front facesheet to the backsheet of the mirror. Thermal desktop was used to create a thermal prediction of the mirror inside the vacuum chamber. The model was able to get a better understanding how the thermal profile can create quilting. Combining the thermal IR images of the mirror during optical test, the correlation of the model is about 13% match.

6. SUMMARY

Corning ULE® played a significant role in ground and space astronomical scientific discoveries. Continued development has enabled the material to remain the technology of choice for large monolithic and segmented primary mirrors for visible, UV and IR telescopes. Exelis has successfully developed various manufacturing processes in order to reduce areal density with ULE® without compromising optical performance by using abrasive waterjet technology for deep mirror cores, CNC pocket milling for facesheets, and low temperature fusion techniques for fusing cores between facesheets. The stacked core mirror assembly method mitigated risk and cost by performing the riskier process first such as abrasive waterjet lightweighting the cores, followed by CNC pocket milling the facesheets, then less risky low temperature fusion process. If one of the cores experienced catastrophic failure during the abrasive waterjet lightweighting process, it is easier to recover schedule. Using this risk reduction manufacturing process, Exelis manufactured a 43cm lightweighted, stacked core mirror demonstrator for cryogenic optical performance testing at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center and modal testing at Exelis. The optical test shows ~4nm rms residual error from room temperature to 253°K. We are also actively developing thermal optical model to correlate test results. The mirror thermal model correlates to measured data within 13% match. Exelis will be manufacturing a 1.35m f/1.25 ULE® mirror using similar stacked core mirror architecture for a follow-up cryogenic test program in order to study the scale up potential for advancing the UV, optical and IR lightweight mirror technology to TRL-6 by 2018.

There are five additional SPIE papers which discuss the specifications, manufacturing and modeling of the AMTD stacked core mirror:

- Next-generation lightweight mirror modeling software [8836-15]
- Integration of mirror design with suspension system using NASA’s new mirror modeling software [8836-17]
- Thermal testing of a stacked core mirror for UV applications [8837-10]
- The development of stacked core technology for the fabrication of deep lightweight UV-quality space mirrors [8838-23]
- Engineering specifications for a 4-meter class UVOIR space telescope derived from science requirements [8860-6]
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